
Our next speaker is well known to most of us, Mr. 
Ken Simons, Vice President of Research and Develop
ment of The Jerrold Corporation. Mr. Simons received 
his BSc in electrical engineering at the Moore School 
of Electrical Engineering at the University of Pennsyl
vania. He has been active in radio since 1928, active 
in television since 1938 and has been active in CATV 
since 1951. 

It is with great pleasure that I present Mr. Ken 
Simons to talk about "Distortion in CATV Amplifiers." 
Mr. Simons. (Applause) 

MR. KEN SIMONS (Jerrold Electronics Corpor
ation): Before I begin I would like to comment to Alan 
Ross that we are delighted to have him refer to our 
Channel Commander by name if he has something nice 
to say about it. Otherwise he should call it a headend 
converter. (Laughter) 

THE FUNDAMENTALS OF DISTORTION IN 
CATV AMPLIFIERS 

by Ken Simons, Jerrold Corporation 

Introduction: 
Distortion in sound reproducing equipment is fa

miliar to anyone who has heard a worn-out jukebox, or 
an overloaded public address system. This harsh, un
pleasant sound presents the essential nature of all dis
tortion: What comes out of the system is different from 
what went in! In a CATV system distortion does not 
show up in the same way, but it is present, and it places 
restrictions on ·system operation which must be under
stood if it is to be intelligently planned and operated. 

The amplifiers used in CATV have only one in,... 
tended function: to increase the signal levels. The 
other things they do, the differences they generate be
tween the outgoing signals and the incoming signals 
are distortion. What forms does this distortion take? 
Several effects properly called distortion, such as the 
addition of noise to the signal, hum modulation and vari
ations in amplifier frequency response are not the sub
ject of this paper. It is concerned with only one kind of 
distortion: effects due to the same causes that create 
"harmonic distortion" in audio amplifiers. This dis
tortion is due almost entirely to amplitude non-linearity 
in the transistors. Its worst effect is cross-modulation, 
crossing over of the modulation from one channel to 
another, which causes "windshield wiper" effects in the 
picture. Other effects include harmonics, where an un
wanted signal is generated at a frequency which is some 
multiple of the frequency of a wanted one; and beats, 
where two qr more wanted signals combine to generate 
an interfering one. A study of distortion will help in 
understand.ing how CATV amplifiers can be operated to 
avoid these problems. 
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Distortion less Amplification: d 
Perhaps the simplest way to describe amplitu e 

distortion is to say what it is not. A distortionleSS 
plifier would be one which increased the amplitude 
age swing) of the input signal without changing itS 
form. Suppose, for example, an amplifier could betlr 
so that the output voltage, at each instant, was etac 
10 times the input voltage. A graph showing the 
voltage plotted against the input voltage would be ab iS 

straight line, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Such a graP t 
called the "transfer characteristic" or "input--ouW~ 

·stlc 
curve", for the amplifier. A transfer character! 
which ;is a straight line is called a "linear transfer 
CharacteriStiC I I • rfje( 

Mathematically, the performance of this aJ!lP 
1 

would be described by the equation: e t= 10 ein;d 
where e tis the instantaneous output

0
#oltage, an 

is the in~~antaneou.s input voltage. Calculating for 
ticular voltages would give a table: 

e. e (= 10 e.n) 
Ill out __b.-

0 0 
-0.2 -2 
-0.4 -4 
-0.6 -6 
-0.8 -8 
-1.0 -10 

e. e (= 10 e.n) 
Ill out ___!.-

0 0 
+0.2 +2 
+0.4 +4 
+0.6 +6 
+0.8 +8 
+1.0 +10 

•
0 

of 
This is the table from which the characteristl 

Fig. 1 is plotted. actef 
The way in which such a linear transfer c~arfig} 

istic results in an undistorted output is shown 10 iS 
A plot of the sinusoidal input voltage against tiJ!leti!Jie 
illustrated (Fig. 2(a)). If, at each point along thed 
scale, the instantaneous input voltage is project~)), tPe 

downward to the transfer characteristic (Fig. 2.( g tbis 
corresponding output voltage is found. Projectln 9-le 
to the right, and plotting against the same time s~ voW 
constructs graphically the waveform of the ou.tp~.15 ~ 
age (Fig. 2(c)). For example, when the input 15 

5 
volt· 

volts and decreasing (point "A"), the output is 7 ~a,ge ~~ 
and decreasing (point "B "). Since the output vol tbe 
each time is simply ten times the input voltage, t~e 
put duplicates the input waveform. Each point onrre~ 
output waveform corresponds exactly with the c~·oll' 
sponding point on the input, so there is no disto 

1 



Wav 'I'he action has nothing to do with the input voltage 
cat eforrn. Whatever that waveform is, it is dupli-

ect · 
SiJn· In the output. Fig. 3, for example, shows a 

; an .~lar diagram with a pyramidal input, showing how 
1 

entically-shaped pyramidal output results. 

: ~on with Distortion: 
teal~?fortunately, amplifiers that can be built using 
oetw hfe transistors do not have a linear relationship 
1 ill een the input voltage and output voltage. Figure 
Whic~str~tes a non-linear transfer characteristic 
lnPllt lllight be found in a real amplifier. As the 
Chan Voltage swings either way from 0, the output 
Changes. along a curve which produces less and less 
and ;e In output voltage as the input swings further 
\Vet ttrther from 0. In the example illustrated, 
stta: the output to continue increasing along a 
\Volll~ht line at the same rate it follows near 0, it 
lllat reach about +20 volts when the input was + 1 

ead of the + 10 it actually reaches. 

flet \\~_hen a varying voltage is applied to an ampli
~Olt~~th ~ characteristic of this sort, the output 
tnpllt Will have a different waveform from the 
~igll Voltage. Consider the examples shown in 
IVave~e 5• Figure 5(a) illustrates the output voltage 
a v0lt orrn obtained when a sinusoidal voltage with 
to th age swing between + 1 and -1 volts is applied 
ln F'ie ~Plifier whose characteristic is illustrated 
shn~re 4. Since the transfer characteristic is 

·•letr· 
~quash leal, both peaks of the output voltage are 
lliu8t ect by the non-linearity giving the waveform 

rated. 

Dliect~ 0·5 Volt peak-to-peak sinusoidal voltage ap
at ... 0•

5
° the input of the same amplifier and biased 

Volts Volts so that it varied between 0 and -1 
'lo v ~OUld produce an output varying between 0 and 
~he 1~ ts With the waveform illustrated in Figure 5 (b). 
0Vet a~~r Peak is squashed because the curve bends 
tet>tod 1 Volts input, the upper peak is faithfully 
attaigh~C~d because the curve is very nearly a 

hne near 0. 

0 ~edu · ·2 volt cmg the amplitude of the input voltage is 
vaties : Peak-to-peak and biasing it at 0 so that it 
Volt::~o- etween +0.1 and -0.1 volts gives the output 
V::~ ... "tSe sho . '<,("Yin wn 1n Fig. 5(c). Because the signal was 
t~ti811.g along a nearly linear part of the charac-
Of C th' · the 

8 
~ lS Is almost an undistorted reproduction 
Inusoidal input. 

n lt sho 1 
atllte u d be clear from these examples that the 

fettdents Well as the degree of distortion is de-
.he ::lh.-. ni~ot only on the transfer characteristic of 
lq "--.llt' lf' 

I>ttt 
8

. Ier but equally on the amplitude of the 
lgnal and on the operating point (bias). Two 
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very different and significant kinds of distortion are 
illustrated: one where the peaks are s quashed 
symmetrically [Fig. 5a)] and the other where only 
one peak is squashed [Fig. 5b)]. In what follows 
these two cases will be explored more thoroughly. 

Second order Distortion: 
In the section on distortionless amplification, it 

was shown that a linear transfer characteristic could 
be expressed in ver_y simple mathematical terms. 

The equation "e = 10e. " says very clearly that 
out 1n 

the amplifier in question has a gain of ten times and 
no distortion. Since all practical amplifiers cause 
distortion, a sensible question is: "Can the transfer 
characteristic of a practical amplifier be expressed 
in some simple mathematical way which will allow 
analysis of the distortion generated?" The answer is 
yes, of course, and the subject of what follows is how 
this is done. 

First, consider an amplifier which generates the 
kind of distortion illustrated in Figure 5 (b). The 
transfer characteristic causing this kind of distortion 
can be approximated by an equation having the form 
"(e t) equals (some number times e. ) plus (some 

oo 
2 

m 
other number times e. )." 

ln 

The following may help to understand how this 
2 

works. Consider fi.rst the curve that results when e 
is plotted against e. The numbers come out like this: 

i ! 
I ! 

e e 

t I -1 . o 

I 
+ 1 . 0 

+ . 64 

+ .36 

+ . 1 6 

+ .04 

+ 1 . 0 
+ .8 

+ .6 

+ • 4 

+ . 2 

+ l . 0 

+ .64 

+ . 36 

+ . 16 

+ .04 

- . 8 

~ 
- . 6 

- .4 

0 0 0 
I - . 2 

· I 0 
~--------- -+--'----·-

This curve is plotted in Figure 6. Notice that it 
is symmetrical about 0, curving up smoothly for both 
positive and negative values of e. 

Next consider an example of what happens when a 
curve of this sort is added to a linear transfer charac
teristic. The output voltage is separated into two 
parts: 

for the linear part: e
1 

= 10 e. 
ln 

for the "squared" part: e
2 

= 5 e . 2 
1n 

and for the total: e out = e1 + e2 

= 10e + 5e. 2 
in 1n 



The numbers come out like this: 

II 10 e;n 2 
11 ein e;n 
I, 
I I - 1 -:10 +1 
I 
I 

! -0.8 - 8 +0.64 
i 

-0.6 6 +0.36 

I 
-

-0.4 - 4 +0.16 I 

I -0.2 - 2 +0.04 

I 
0 0 0 

·i +0.2 + . 2 +0.04 
I 
I +0.4 + 4 +0. 16 
;I 
II +0.6 + 6 +0.36 

II 
+0.8 + 8 +0.64 

+ 1 . 0 +10 + 1 . 00 

Fig. 7 shows the two curves plotted separately (a 
and b) and the total (c). Notice the similarity between 
this total curve [Fig. 7(c) J , the plot of a simple 
mathematical equation, and the lower half of a particu
lar non-linear transfer characteristic (Fig. 4). 

Fig. 8 illustrates graphically how the introduction 
of a sinusoidal voltage into an amplifier having a 
square-law transfer characteristic results in an output 
of the one-peak-stretched, one-peak-squashed variety. 
Since this kind of distortion results from the addition 
to the linear characteristic of a quantity involving e2, 
it is c~lled "second order" distortion. In these terms 
it is said that Fig. 8 shows that "a square-law transfer 
characteristic (or a characteristic having second-order 
curvature) causes second-order distortion of the out
put." Observe that not only is the upper peak of the 
output voltage stretched by the action of the second
order distortion and the lower peak squashed, but also 
the entire curve is shifted upward so that its average 
is above 0. 

Second-order Distortion by Addition of Components: 
As has been shown, one way to study second-order 

distortion mathematically is to use a square-law equa
tion. There is a second approach which is also very 
useful. This approach involves the addition of d-e and 
sinusoidal voltages to produce a distorted total. 
Figure 9 illustrates how this works. Because the 
"parts" or "components" that go to make up a distorted 
waveform are being considered, each component is 
given a name. This diagram shows how a distorted 
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+5 -5 

+3.2 -4.8 

+ 1 • 8 -4.2 

+ .8 -3.2 

+ . 2 - l . 8 

0 0 

+ • 2 +2.2 

+ .8 +4.8 

+ 1 . 8 +7.8 

+3.2 + ll . 2 

+5 +15 

output can be generated by adding together three 
components: the fundamental component, a 
voltage having a frequency of 1 MHz (1 cycle in 
1 microsecond) in this example; the second h .

5 
component, a sinusoidal voltage having twice t~~d ~ 
frequency, 2 MHz (2 cycles in 1 microsecond), 
positive d-e component. 

fort 
Notice first that the total voltage has a wav~Jt9~ 

identical with that produced when a sinusoidal .v of 
·stlc is passed through the square-law character! ddt~ 

Figure 8. Now see how the three components a 
gether in Fig. 9: At 0 time on the diagram, the .

0
jS 

onl I 

fundamental component is 0, the second har!l1 pl 
at its negative peak (-2.5 volts) and the d-e co~ t~e 
is at +2.5 volts. Adding the three together give tbe 
total voltage which is 0. At 0.25 microsecond~ tO 
fundamental has gone through one-quarter eye e:r"' 
its positive maximum (+ 10 volts), the second hate tO 

monic component has gone through one-half cY~d to' 
its positive maximum (2.5 volts) so the three a 
gether to produce the peak voltage of the total he 
(+15 = 2.5 + 2.5 + 10). At 0.75 microseconds t 

0 
second harmonic and the d-e are at +2 .5 voltS ;a ... 
they subtract from the -10 volt peak of the fun 
mental to give the squashed peak of the total 
(-5 = -10 + 2.5 + 2.5). 

·p1' 

This diagram illustrates one case of a verY l 
portant general principle: Any non-sinusoidal 
periodic waveform can be produced by adding·dal 
an appropriate combination of d-e and sinusol 
ponents. 



~ . 

ctr!Un of a Volt e with Second-Order Distortion: 

~ol A. Very convenient way of measuring any varying 

8. tage is to plot its "spectrum". A spectrum is 

Consider the curve that results wher.1 e 3 is plotted 
against e. The numbers come out like this: 

e e3 e c.:s 
--
-1 . 0 -1.000 + 1 . 0 +1 .000 

tnllb.pl:y a graph which plots in the vertical direction, 
kle Peak voltage or amplitude of each sinusoidal com
~ ~ent and in the horizontal direction, shows the fre
Unenc:y at which each of these components exists. Its 
ar Portance rests on the fact that "spectrum analyzers" 
Pr~v~v~ilable which plot these diagrams automatically, 
ana_1

1d~ng tremendously useful tools for distortion 
8~ Ysls. The spectrum of a sinusoidal voltage is a 
lha~le Spike showing the amplitude and frequency of 

-
-

.8 -0.512 

.6 -0.216 

.4 -0.064 

+ .8 +0.512 

+ .6 +0.216 

+ .4 +0.064 

SJle "
0ltage. Figure 10, for example, shows the 

~i~trurn of the fundamental component voltage in 
llllt te. 9. It says three things: (1) this voltage is a 
a1Qe

1
.81ne-wave (there is only one spike); (2) its peak 

or tt ltucte is 10 volts (the vertical reading at the top 
Posit~ 8Pike); (3) its frequency is 1 MHz (the horizontal 

lon of the spike). 

OUt ]'igure 11 illustrates the spectrum of the distorted 
Put 

Po~ Voltage of Figures 8 and 9. It shows three com-
the ;nts: the 2.5 volt peak, 2 MHz second harmonic; 
f!ue 

0 
Volt, 1 MHz fundamental; and the 2.5 volt 0 fre

alla.~cy (d-e) component. (Note that most spectrum 
Oth Yze:rs do not show d-e components so that only the er t 
'llt. Wo would be displayed.) 
~ () ... ..:~_ -- . · 

~: 
~illd n the previous section it has been shown that the 
s~ Of non-linearity which results in the "one-peak
Silll~hed'' kind of distortion can be expressed by a 
lllttch e square-law mathematical equation. In very 
sltlts .the same way, the kind of distortion which re
acub ln both peaks being squashed can be expressed by 
(e r·law equation. This equation has the form: 
~ 0tl.t3:::: (some number x e. ) + (some other number 
~e In 
tl ill ). It approximates a transfer characteristic of 
tte ''b 
~b 5°th-peaks-squashed" type, as illustrated in 

tl . (a). 

e;n 1 0 e;n --
-1 -10 
-0.8 - 8 

-0.6 - 6 

-0.4 - 4 
-0.2 - 2 

0 0 
+0.2 + 2 

+0.4 + 4 
+0.6 + 6 
+0.8 + 8 
+ 1 . 0 +10 

-

- .2 -0.008 + .2 +0.008 

0 0 0 0 

This curve is plotted in Fig. 12. It is "skew 
symmetrical"; that is, the curve for negative values 
of e has the same shape as for positive values, but 
is upside down. 

When this curve is added to a linear transfer 
characteristic, it affects both extremes in the same 
way, since the linear part and the "cubed" part go 
positive together and negative together. Consider an 
example: 

for the linear part of the characteristic take: 

e1 = 10 e. 
Ill 

for the "cubedn part take: e
3 

= 3 e. 3 
Ill 

to get a curve which squashes the peaks, the 
cubed part is subtracted from the linear 
part, so the total is: 

e = e - e = 10e - 3e 3 
O'L\t 1 3 in in 

The numbers come out like this: 

3 3 e. J 10 e;n-3 J e;n 1 n ein · --
-1.000 -3.000 -7.000 
-0.512 -1.536 -6.464 
-0.216 -0.648 -5.352 .. 
-0.064 -0.192 -3.808 
-0.008 -0.024 -1 . 976 

0 0 0 
+0.008 +0.024 1.976 

+0.064 +0.192 3.808 
+0.·216 ' +0.648 5.352 
+0.512 +1.536 6.464 
+1.000 +3.000 7.000 
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Fig. 13 shows the two component curves plotted 
separately (a and b) and the total (c). Notice the 
similarity between this total curve, the plot of a simple 
equation, and the non-linear transfer characteristic 
shown in Fig. 4 o 

Fig. 14 illustrates graphically the way in which 
the introduction of a sinusoidal voltage into an ampli
fier having a "cube-law" transfer characteristic 
results in an output of the ''both-peaks-squashed" 
variety. Since this kind of distortion results from 
subtracting a quantity involving e3, it is called "third 
order" distortion. In these terms it is said that 
Figure 14 shows that "a cube-law transfer character
istic (or a characteristic having third order curvature) 
causes third order distortion of the output." 

Third Order Distorti0n by Addition of Components: 

In the foregoing it was found possible to duplicate 
the effects of second order distortion by adding 
sinusoidal components. In a similar way, the effects 
of third order distortion can be obtained. Figure 15 
illustrates the addition of a 10 volt peak, 1 megacycle 
fundamental component (a) and a 1 volt peak, 3 mega
cycle third harmonic component (b) to produce a 
distorted total (c) having the same waveform as that 
generated by the cube-law equation illustrated in 
Fig. 14. Because of the 3:1 frequency relationship, 
the third harmonic voltage is opposite in phase to the 
fundamental at its positive peak with the result that 
the total is squashed, and is again opposite in phase 
at its negative peak so the total is also squashed at 
that time. 

Spectrum of a Voltage with Third Order Distortion: 

Figure 16 illustrates the spectrum of this dis
torted voltage. Since the distortion waveform is 
duplicated by the sum of two components, the spec
trum shows only these two: a 10-volt-peak funda
mental component at 1 MHz and a 1-volt-peak third 
harmonic at 3 MHz. 

A "Beat"; the Sum of Two Sinusoidal Voltages of 
Different Frequencies: 

Since a major object of this article is to investi
gate the effects that occur in broadband amplifiers 
when many "channels" are handled simultaneously, it 
is necessarily concerned with what happens in an 
amplifier when more than one sinusoidal voltage is 
introduced into it. Although the picture carrier on 
each _channel_ is not a constant-amplitude sine-wave 
(since it is modulated with the picture information), a 
great deal can be learned about the nature of distortion 
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~~-~--

in this case by temporarily pretending that it iS· be 
first question then is: What is the waveform oft 
voltage resulting when two sine-waves having 
frequencies are added? 

To answer this question it is helpful first todd 
sider the way in which two sinusoidal voltages a 
when each has the same frequency and amplitude, 
they have various phase relationships. Fig. 17 

trates several cases showing each voltage s 
(a and b) and the resulting total voltage (c). 

When each voltage is sinusoidal, the 
are identical, and the voltages are exactly in t 
two reach their peaks at the same instant and abe 
time they add directly (e.g. 1.0 + 1.0 = 2.0) sot e~!i 
voltage of the tqtal is the sum of the two comP011 

(shown as the (f condition). 

e!1~1 

When there is a goo phase difference betwe be~ . 
two, the total reaches its maximum at a time w pe~ ' 
each of the components is at Oo 7 of peak, so the of 
voltage of the total is reduced to 0. 7 of the su~ ~ 
peak voltages of the components e.g.+ 0.7 + 0• 
(the +goo and -goo conditions) . When the two 
have opposite phase (180° out of phase), theY are1so' 

· and opposite at all times, and the total is 0 (the 
condition) o 

Next consider the addition of two sinusoid~8 ( ~ 
voltages having different frequencies. Figu~e ulat 
and b) illustrates the waveforms of two partie Iittlde 
voltages. Each is sinusoidal, with a peak am~:rl'le" 
of 2 volts. One has a frequency of 5 MHz, a t1 

fte' 
per-cycle of 1/5 microseconds; the other haS a 6ec· 
quency of 6 MHz, and a time-per-cycle of 1~6 r~6ec' 
Thus, the former completes 5 cycles in a m10 

ond while the latter is completing 6 cycles· 
wet 

Superimposing the two waveforms on eachf:ct, 
Fig. 18(c) shows clearly a highly significant , ... 

. g COP 
the phase relation between them is changrn itiVe 
stantly. Initially they are in phase (both at po~e P~: 
peak). After 1/4 microsecond the 5 MHz volt ti"e' 
gone through 1-1/4 cycles and is 0, going negacJeS 
while the other has gone through three h~If-c~e !JY 
and is at its negative peak. They differ 1n ph titS 

·sa 
goo. After 1/2 microsecond the 5 MHz one 1 sitive 
negative peak, while the 6 MHz one is at its po goeS 
peak, and they are 180° out of phase. As time~ 

ron;;> I 
on, they go through all possible phase rela 1 eacb 
coming back to the "in phase" condition once 
microsecond. 

a,te 
· Now what happens when these two v~ltag~~a,teO 

added? The total follows the principles 1nus 



·17. When the two components are in phase, 
·add to produce a maximum peak voltage, when 
are 180° out they cancel, and in between the 
antplitude changes from one condition toward 

Other. The resulting waveform is illustrated in 
~9 (a), showing the two component voltages and 

ta.I superimposed, and Fig. 19(b), showing the 
alone. The total voltage reaches a 4-volt maxi;... 
Peak initially when the two are in phase, the 

· l'educe on successive cycles reaching 0 after 
llticrosecond when the two components are 180° 
Of Phase, and building up again to a 4-volt maxi
.Peak after one microsecond when they come 
ln Phase again. 

~h· ls "beat" voltage, the sum of two particular 
voltages, demonstrates several charac

common to all sums of two such voltages 
regard to their 'frequencies. One charac-
is the variation in the peak voltage of the 

For the sum of two equal voltages with any 
, the total peak voltage varies from 

to 0 and back to maximum at a frequency 
is the difference of the frequencies of the 

. (In this example, the peak voltage 
at a frequency of 1 MHz = 6 - 5 .) What 

i~. 8Pectrum analysis of the total voltage show? 
l'volt lcated in Fig. 20, the analysis shows two 
~ th components, one at 5 MHz and one at 6 MHz, 
~a.I at is all. How can that be? The peak of the 
lfre \'oltage certainly increases and decreases at 
~,, ClU.ency of 1 MHz Is there no 1 MHz "signal" ! co • 
~ ~0 lb.ponent" there? The answer is that there 
~ea.q~e, and the reason goes right back to what is 
la~ectby the term "component". A set of lines on 
~ellc l'U.:rn. chart, or a statement ''There are fre-
1~ern. y components present at these specified 
! "tll.enc· 
OrlQ les" means only one thing: that the wave-
~eci Of the voltage in question can be duplicated 
~"t~ely by adding together sinusoidal voltages 
1~the the indicated amplitudes and frequencies. 
1~s 'W e)(a:rnple, the initial condition showed that 
llotte!lta~eform is generated when a 5 MHz com
lqey 18 ~to an equal 6 MHz component. 
~a.l ;ere added, nothing else was added so the 
0tQel.' oltage cannot, by definition, contain any 

colnponents. A basic principle is involved: 

~ly When there is non-linear distortion 
the frequency components generated in 
in e output which were not present in the 

llllt. 

~it ~at about the 1 MHz variation in peak voltage? 
0
Qthe ere''? Of course, it's there. It is evident 

Waveform, but the fact that something (i.e. 

the peak voltage) in this waveform varies at a fre
quency of 1 MHz, does not mean that there is a 1 MHz 
component present. No 1-MHz sinusoidal voltage com
ponent is needed to duplicate this waveform. If the 
variation over a full microsecond is inspected, it can 
be seen that the ''beat" voltage varies in such a way 
that it spends exactly as much time below 0 in each 
half cycle as it does above, so on the average there is 
no variation at the 1 MHz frequency. 

~Beat Voltage with Second Order Distortion: 

It has been shown that, when two sinusoidal com
ponents are fed into a distortionless amplifier, the 
output contains only the two original components, or 
saying the same thing, the output waveform is the same 
as that of the input. Fig. 21 illustrates again the wave
form and spectrum in this case, showing how the total 
peak voltage varies at the difference frequency (f

2
- f

1
) 

as the phase relation between the components changes. 

Now consider what happens when the two sine
wave voltages are added and introduced into an ampli
fier with second order distortion. Fig. 22(a) illustrates 
the result, the distorted waveform that occurs when a 
"beat" voltage (the sum of two sine-waves) is fed 
through an amplifier having only second order dis
tortion. 

Since the output waveform has a decidedly different 
shape from the input [compare Fig. 22(a) and Fig. 21(a)], 
it is clear that there must be components at frequencies 
other than the two original ones. Fig. 22(b) illustrates 
the five new frequency components that are added to 
the output voltage by second order distortion. Since the 
positive peaks in the output are stretched, and the nega
tive peaks squashed, there is a general shift in level in 
the positive direction, and there must be a correspond
ing positive d-e component. Since the peaks above 0 no 
longer average out with the peaks below 0, there is also 
a component at the difference frequency (f

2
- f

1
). For 

a similar reason, there is a component at a frequency 
which is the sum of the frequencies of the two originals 
signals (f

1
- f

2
). And of course, each of the original 

signals generates a second harmonic (at 2f
1 

and 2f
2

). 

Thus, the spectrum of the output signal looks like 
Fig. 22(b) with components at the two original fre
quencies as well as at the five new ones. 

An important conclusion can be drawn from this 
one example: Whenever more than one sinusoidal 
voltage (that is when more than one signal) is intro
duced into an amplifier which has second order dis
tortion, the output will include signals at certain 
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frequencies differing from those of the input signals. 
There will be a d-e component, a shift in the average 
collector current of the distorting stage which gen
erally does not show up in the output, a component at 
a frequency which is the difference of the two origi-
nal frequencies, a component at a frequency which is 
the sum of the original frequencies. When the origi
nal signals aire modulated with picture information, 
each of these spurious signals will carry the modula
tion of both of the original signals from which it comes •. 

Why Second Order Distortion is Unimportant in 
Present CATV Systems: 

Anyone who has worked with CATV equipment in 
the past recognizes the fact that very little attention 
has been paid to the problem of second order distor
tion. The usual amplifier specification states the 
noise figure, gain and cross-modulation but does not 
mention sum or difference frequency beats or second 
harmonics. The reason for this has to do with the 
standard channel frequency assignments established 
by the FCC. If one takes any pair of picture carrier 
frequencies in the standard 12-channel assignment, 
their sum or difference does not fall in any of those 
channels. Similarly, with one minor exception 
(channel 6 sound carrier), the second harmonics of 
all low band carriers fall between the two bands. 
Figure 23 shows the spectrum obtained when 12 CW 
signals on the normal picture carrier frequencies 
were introduced into a CATV amplifier at levels some
what higher than normal operating level. This shows 
the spurious signals resulting from second order dis
tortion illustrating how they fall below and between the 
bands, but not within the channel limits. Since this is 
true second order distortion has no bad effects on an 

' amplifier carrying up to twelve standard TV channels, 
and it is not normally considered in this case. 

Beat Voltage with Third Order Distortion: 

Figure 25 (a) illustrates the appearance of the out
put voltage of an amplifier having third order distortion 
when a beat input signal shnilar to Figure 21(a) is in
troduced into the input. The squashing of the larger 
vertical peaks is clearly evident. A spectrum diagram 
showing the frequency components in the output is shown 
in Figure 25 (b). In addition to the two original sinusoidal 
components (at f

1 
and f

2
) spurious signals occur at the 

following frequencies: 

This falls below f
1 

at a spacing cor

responding to the frequency difference 
between f 

1 
and f 

2
. 
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2f -f 
1 1 

This falls above f at a spacing 
2 

dif' corresponding to the frequency 
ference between f

1 
and f

2
. 

· sand These are the third harmomc b 
. est e spacing between is three tim 

spacing between f
1 

and f
2 

· 

This falls above 3f
1 

at a spacing 

d•ff responding to the frequency 1 

between f
1 

and f
2 

· 

This falls below 3f
2 

at a spacing 
. nee· responding to the same d1ffere 

Cross-Modulation and Compression: 

. d order 
The spurious signals generated by th1r. , 

distortion in present CATV systems. This 1 ~}1iJ.'d 
modulation" one of two important effects of e!lts 

' . p~ order distortion which do not result 1n com 
at new frequencies. Each of these effects wet 
a change in gain at the channel frequencies rantS· 

. pone than the generation of new frequency com 
Figure 26 illustrates these effects. These s 
diagrams illustrate the input and output c diS' 
in an amplifier which has severe third orde~ pat 
tortion. The upper diagrams illustrate the 1n g.te 

·nustr signal components, the lower diagrams 1 Jifier 
resulting output signal components. The a~P eS· 
voltage gain, for small signal input, is 1.0 tl~ of 2 ., 
Thus, as illustrated in Figure 26(~) ~ an mpu

20 
JJ1ill~ 

millivolts gives an output of approximately of flll) 
volts. It can be seen by inspecting the shape l3~) 
third-order distortion characteristic [Figure we 
example J that the effective gain decreases as ill 
signal amplitude increases. Thus, as shown biS 
Figure 26(b), increasing the input signal oft bOtlt 
fier to 10 millivolts results in an output of a oald 
millivolts rather than 100 millivolts which VI .c;ect5 

' the ev ·o obtained if the gain were not reduced by tio!l 1 

third order distortion. This effect, the redul~ttlde 
gain at a single frequency as the signal aillP.~ di5"

0 creases, is called compression and results ~dal£Lte 
tortion of the modulation envelope on anY Ill n tbiS 
signal going through such an amplifier· ~e te r(J' 

· 1·fi ·ng a sing effect occurs 1n an amp 1 er carrY! f we 
modulated signal, it results in a squashing ~ n''· 
sync peaks which is called "sync compreS~10 e) i5 
Figure 26(c) shows what happens when a Slgn e 

introduced at low level on another frequencY i o!l tP 
Several effects can be seen: The output leV~tli"olt 
new fr equency is somewhat below the 20 Jlll 



it Would reach if the strong signal were not 
; the strong signal output is slightly re-

by the presence of the new signal [compare 
], and a spurious component at 2f

1
-f

2 
can be 

~s shown in Figure 26(d), increasing the second 
Signal to full amplitude results in a further re

in gain so that both output signals at the 
frequencies are below 60 millivolts and the 
signals increase in amplitude. The most 
t effect here is that the gain on each 

is reduced not only by an increase in level 
channel but also by the increase in level on 

channel. This results in a transfer of any 
, or modulation, on one carrier to any 

tca:rriers going through the same amplifier. 
l'an.sfer is called cross-modulation and repre

C the worst effect of non-linearity in present
A:rv amplifiers. 

~his effect is further illustrated in Fig. 27. 
27 (a) shows the output signal obtained when 

80idal input is applied to an amplifier with a 
~ount of third order distortion. Figure 27 (b) 
What happens when a second signal, fully 

, is fed through the same amplifier. The 
~~ t includes the modulated signal (which shows 

· he frequency spectrum as a carrier with 
Sidebands on each side), the output at the 

of the original CW signal, and two 
sideband components which show up ad

to the CW signal frequency as a result of 
t 
0
l.'der distortion. It is clear how this distor

·~alesults in a transfer of modulation from one 
to the other. 

l'h· 
ls article has attempted to describe all of the 
Which result from the simplest kinds of 

i , second order and third order distor-
n amplifiers of the type used for CATV sys-

. It has shown that second order effects are 
Unimportant with present-day frequency 

and that, of all the third order effects, 
lnodulation is the most important, repre-

~~lch t~he factor which limits the output level at 
~~d \V ' e amplifiers in these systems may be oper
t~~~t~thout causing disturbance to the customer's 

lon. 
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CHAIRMAN TAYLOR: Thank you very much. 
Does anyone have any questions? 

I have a question regarding the effects of cross
modulation on the weaker carriers in a system. If we 
take a hypothetical case involving one strong carrier 
and say 8 or 9 weak ones, does the cross-modulation 
affect all channels equally or is there a difference? 

MR. SIMONS: At this point I believe it is nec
essary to bring out something that was not stressed 
in my paper. In this presentation I have been talking 
about "mathematical" amplifiers. By a "mathemat
ical" amplifier, I mean one which follows exactly 
the same way at all frequencies. With such an amp
lifier the cross-modulation from all channels on to 
any one channel would be identically the same. 

The unfortunate thing about this approach is it 
doesn't work. Real-life amplifiers just don't behave 
this way. Generally speaking, the cross-modulation 
which shows up on any one channel in an amplifier 
is not the same as that showing up on any other 
channel. These differences are not very great so 
it is still useful to consider the "mathematical" 
amplifier as an approximation, but the differences 
are such that we must measure all combinations of 
channels if we are to be sure of amplifier perform
ance. Generally speaking, there is no difference 
between weak channels and strong channels, the 
difference has more to do with the frequency of the 
particular channel. 

CHAIRMAN TAYLOR: Are there any other 
questions? Thank you very much, Ken. I think it is 
quite significant in a matter with which I am quite 
pleased at this convention that we have several sys
tems operators presenting ideas that they have de
veloped in their systems which can be of use to 
other operators. This is so in the next paper. 

Mr. Robert Scherpenseel is the general man
ager and microwave technician for the Northwest 
Video of Kalispell, Montana, a system I know a 
little about. He was chief engineer with WEVR FM 
of Troy, New York, chief engineer with KBTK radio, 
and engineer with KMSO-TV electronics technician 
at Montana State University in installing and main
taining their television and radio and recording 
systems. Mr. Scherpenseel is going to talk on 
"A Low Cost TDR". (Appla~se) 

A LOW COST T.D.R. 

By 

Robert H. Scherpenseel 

We are probably being a little facetious in calling 
this instrument a low cost time domain reflecto-

meter. The 1967 catalogue price is $875.00. In a 
way it is a TDR but with limitations. 

Actually, it is a high quality oscilloscope that haS~ 
calibrated time base and a vertical amplifier witb ~ · 
pass of DC to 10 megaHertz. This is a limiting 
cause no determination can be made concerning tb~ 
quency characteristics of the information displaye 
10 megaHertz. 

NEXT SLIDE PLEASE (#2) 

This is a picture of the scope with the camera 
in place. 

NEXT SLIDE PLEASE (#3) 
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